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Abstract

We develop a web interface that generates multi-track music loop sequences.
Our system takes musical metadata from users as input conditions and generates
MIDI token events that can be played seamlessly. The core component, the loop
generation model, is trained with loop sets that have been extracted by observing
the repetitive structure of music. Also, the metadata tokens are randomly dropped
to ensure flexible controllability during training. Our interface is available at
https://github.com/sjhan91/loop-demo.

1 Introduction

To realize human creativity in artworks, the interaction between humans and AI plays a crucial role in
the context of generative models. Through an interactive system, humans can inspire AI to produce
novel creations, and vice versa, empowering synergy for each other. Thus, it is requested to establish
a straightforward interface that enables us to communicate with AI.

Music composition is a notably creative process in that it turns invisible concepts into the tangible
form of sound. As did in recent works for other fields, music can be also generated using deep
generative models, conditioned on mediums conveying ideas [1–5]. For symbolic music generation,
however, there are two challenges to be addressed; 1) long token lengths in multi-track compositions,
2) the absence of well-established datasets containing conditions and their corresponding outputs.
These challenges pose limitations on the training of conditional large-scale models.

Here, we leverage the repetitive nature of music by extracting and training loops, which serve as basic
building blocks. Also, as did in [6, 7], we employ musical metadata as input conditions, which are
extracted readily from the original MIDI. In other words, our generation model receives users’ inputs
(instruments, mean pitch, mean tempo, mean velocity, mean duration, and chords) and generates
multi-track loop sequences that can be played seamlessly. Furthermore, we develop a web interface
that users can easily manipulate. We hope that this serves as a meaningful attempt in bridging the gap
for music between humans and AI.

2 Method

We introduce the process of preparing loop datasets for training autoregressive models. Then, we
provide detailed explanations of the model description and training details in turn. Finally, we present
our web interface along with its available features.

Data Preparation To accommodate various genres and tracks, we choose Lakh MIDI Dataset
(LMD) [8] and MetaMIDI Dataset (MMD) [9] for both our training and evaluation sets. They are
converted to a sequence of token events represented by REMI+ [6] to handle multiple tracks. We
utilize similar configurations for REMI+ as explained in [6], only focusing on music with a 4/4 time
signature.
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Figure 1: Loop Generation Web Interface

Loop Extraction The whole process of the loop extraction can be outlined as follows; extracting bar-
level embeddings and discovering the repetitive structures in music. First, the bar-level embeddings
for REMI+ events are extracted from customized BERT which is trained to predict masked tokens
and to maximize the distance among bars within the same music. This implies preserving musical
information in the embeddings and extracting distinctive features for each bar. Second, we construct a
self-similarity matrix that captures bar relationships using the extracted embeddings. By transforming
the self-similarity matrix to a time-lag matrix, we can identify recurring segments indicated by
vertical lines at specific lag points. A comprehensive explanation of the procedure is provided in [10].
We extract those loop segments whose length is a multiple of 4 and less than 16. As a result, we
acquire a total of 940M loop tokens, which have been compressed through music byte-pair encoding
[11] to reduce overall token lengths (≈ 40% reduction).

Loop Generation Our generation model is based on a decoder-only autoregressive Transformer
architecture, following GPT-3 Medium scale (313M) [12]. At the training phase, all metadata tokens
(instruments, mean pitch, mean tempo...) and loop tokens are concatenated and engaged in the next
token prediction. During training, we introduce random drops for each musical component of the
metadata tokens to enhance flexibility in control. In other words, users are not required to complete all
musical conditions to generate consistent loop sequences. This approach moderates the relationship
among input conditions from "and" to "or".

Web Interface Our web interface built on Streamlit is user-friendly and straightforward to follow
(Figure 1). For beginner mode, users have the options to select instrument sets, specify the number
of loop repetitions, set the tempo, and adjust sampling diversity (top-k sampling and temperature).
For advanced mode, users can specify the value of mean pitch, mean velocity, mean duration, and
the sequence of chords. These advanced options are not mandatory and their impacts as conditional
inputs diminish as the degree of sampling diversity increases.

3 Evaluation

We evaluate our generative model in terms of its model capacity, sample fidelity and diversity, and
controllability. The details of our evaluation procedure and the result table are described in Appendix
A. When the model is trained with the incorporation of random drops, we have verified that the
performance remains consistent even when the subsets of conditions are injected. Without this, the
performance across all metrics significantly degrades when partial conditions are given. It implies
that non-experts do not need to struggle to complete all musical conditions.
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4 Ethical Implications

Music is expected to demand more fidelity and creativity than writing. Originally, the two properties
are in a trade-off relationship. As we place a greater emphasis on fidelity, the likelihood of the
generative model engaging in plagiarism increases. In the future, this issue should be addressed by
developing music-specialized tools for detecting plagiarism.
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Table 1: The evaluation table of loop generation conditioned on musical metadata

Conditions Dropped Perplexity (↓) Density (↑) Coverage (↑) Controllability
I (↑) MP (↓) MT (↓) MV (↓) MD (↓)

Full X 1.589 0.453 0.494 0.969 1.692 2.094e-3 2.763 1.609
Full O 1.639 0.459 0.484 0.918 2.793 6.881e-3 4.294 2.462
Inst X 1.935 0.302 0.255 0.686 - - - -
Inst O 1.607 0.475 0.403 0.899 - - - -

A The Details of Evaluation

We evaluate the capability of generative models and the quality of generated samples in terms of
perplexity, density and coverage [13], and controllability. For density and converge, which measure
the overlapped ratio between the training and generated set, we project the samples into a latent space
using our customized BERT. They each indicate sample fidelity and diversity. For controllability, we
report the musical alignment between input conditions and generated samples (the Jaccard index for
instruments (I), the absolute difference for mean pitch (MP), mean tempo (MT), mean velocity (MV),
and mean duration (MD)).

In Table 1, when full musical conditions are given, the model’s performance with the random drops
slightly degrades in terms of perplexity, coverage, and controllability. However, when partial musical
conditions (only instruments) are given, applying the random drops is noticeably effective since the
model has encountered only instrument conditions during training. Thus, it can provide flexible
controls to users.
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